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A fight to remember: the visual arts in Peru

‘Who is to Blame?’, one of 24 collectively made Tablas de Sarhua

Maya Jaggi NOVEMBER 30, 2018

Barranco, a 19th-century summer resort in Lima overlooking the Pacific, has a
growing cluster of artists’ studios and galleries. In a white, early 20th-century villa,
work in the Livia Benavides Gallery includes an exquisite semi-abstract painting of
tiny rubber tyres on a gold background by William Córdova, who grew up in Peru and
Miami, and Chinese-ink drawings by Fernando Bryce, a Limenean who spent 25 years
in Berlin. Contemporary art now has vital support from local collectors, according to
gallerist Livia Benavides, and Bryce’s work will be shown by Galerie Barbara Thumm
at Art Basel Miami Beach.
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“Peru’s link with the past is strong,” says the critic and curator Fietta Jarque, citing
Inca mythology in the abstract paintings of Fernando de Szyszlo, who died last year.
Victor Delfin’s monumental sculpture “The Kiss”, in Love Park in neighbouring
Miraflores, recalls erotic sculptures in the city’s Larco Museum, a private collection of
pre-Columbian art in an 18th-century villa, which opened in 1926. Barriers between
“high” and popular arts have meanwhile been breached. Now, Jarque says, “you have
indigenous artists and video installations in the same space.”
Peru’s ancient past invites comparison with Mexico. Yet, “Mexico had a revolution — a
democratic nationalist one. We did not,” Bryce tells me in his studio in a high-rise in
San Isidro district. State support came late to Peruvian art and the Museum of Art of
Lima (MALI) only opened in 1961. Its excellent survey ranges from contemporary
work to abstract Inca art, with colonial painting after the 1532 conquest. Anonymous
indigenous artists, taught to imitate Italianate and Flemish oil painting, inserted local
flora, fauna and symbolism into Catholic scenes — hence angels with multicoloured
Amazonian wings, or guinea-pigs (an Andean delicacy) served at the Last Supper.
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Bryce’s ink-and-brush drawings on paper probe Peruvian history with a conceptual
twist. “Atlas Perú” (2005), a book of 495 drawings, is his compendious review of “how
the representation of the country changed. In the 1990s Peru’s cultural identity
disappeared: we were consumers not citizens.” Advertising, official documents and
tourist images are all reproduced to ironic effect.
Peru was a “Latin American Albania”, he says of the 1980s and 1990s, decades of
isolation when Maoist guerrillas of the Sendero Luminoso (Shining Path) terrorised
civilians. Political violence — three-quarters of whose 69,280 victims were rural
Quechua-speakers — spawned a wave of memory-themed art. Yet 15 years after the
2003 Truth and Reconciliation Commission (CVR), such art is still heavily contested.
“People couldn’t believe this happened in Peru,” says Edilberto Jiménez, 57, who
depicts atrocities he witnessed, or heard of, in 1980-92 in his home province of
Ayacucho, centre of the genocide. Along with drawings, 26 retablos (boxed tableaux of
wooden figures usually associated with religious themes) were on show earlier this
year at the Place of Memory, Tolerance and Social Inclusion, a museum of the conflict
that opened on the Miraflores cliffs in 2015, and where I meet Jiménez. Made over the
past 28 years, his retablos include “Asesinato de niños en Huertahuaycco” (2007)
portraying a massacre of children by the Shining Path and graphic scenes of rape and
torture by the military and Sinchis (counter-insurgency police).

A ‘retablo’ by Edilberto Jiménez © Adrian Portugal
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From a renowned family of retablistas (“From age eight, I helped my father,” Jiménez
says), he broke with tradition to “show what was happening in daily life”. As a
Quechua-speaker who had studied anthropology, he later collected evidence for the
CVR on Chungui, a devastated community. “I couldn’t take photos — people were
crying — so I started to draw. I lived violence and needed to express it, and my artistic
language was the retablo,” he says. “Now I understand its value as memory.”
This year for the first time his retablos were exhibited in public. Others were
destroyed by the army or police before the Institute of Peruvian Studies stepped in to
protect them. “So many are lost,” he says. “I’m still making work from memory; it’s
important everybody knows what happened.”
“Traditional artists were the first chroniclers of the war,” says Karen Bernedo, a
curator who works on memory. Some had to destroy their work; others sent it abroad.
“Piraq Causa?” (“Who is to Blame?”) is a series of 24 Tablas de Sarhua — painted
boards customarily given as housewarming gifts in Sarhua, but depicting local
atrocities. Made by a collective in the 1990s, they were preserved in the US and gifted
to MALI. On their return to Peru last year they were seized by customs under laws
forbidding anyone to “exalt, justify, or glorify terrorism”. “Piraq Causa?” is now part of
an exhibition, Memories of Anger, at the Carrillo Gil Museum of Art in Mexico City.
But a showing at MALI will follow, and last month the culture ministry recognised
painted tablas as cultural patrimony.
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Ishmael Randall Weeks's ‘Metalized Memory’ (2017) © Andrea Rossetti / Federica Schiavo Gallery

Peruvian artist Ishmael Randall Weeks tackles memory in sculptures such as a found
styrofoam cup cast in copper to resemble the vessels found in Inca tombs. “Families go
for picnics to the pyramids on Sundays and dump trash,” he tells me in his Barranco
studio. “I metallise the things left behind. This is a country layered by culture; and my
work is part of a dialogue about ethics: do you throw garbage in your own patrimony?
And how do you recover things from the past and bring them into the future?”
Born in Cusco to US parents, Randall Weeks grew up among Quechua-speakers — “an
Andean white man with hippy parents” — and now moves between Brooklyn and
Lima. Recalling the curfew in the 1980s, he says, “Cusco was a government-protected
tourist zone. Ayacucho, no one cared, so the military attacked. Lima was oblivious till
there were bombs in their nightclubs.”
In Arequipa, Peru’s second city, whose white stone cathedral is spectacularly backed
by Andean volcanoes, the artist Jesus “Choqollo” Álvarez, 34, adopted a disparaging
term for homosexuals as a pseudonym. He spoke last month at Hay Arequipa, an
offshoot of the British literary festival. Because of the colonial past, he tells me, “trans
people don’t have history. My work tries to gather these memories.” His Holy Week
street performances aim “to give up on Catholic dogmas,” and in a Valentine’s Day
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work he exchanged clothes with a woman artist. As much as the brief public nudity, “it
was shocking for people to see me in women’s dress.”
Two years ago, Choqollo “travestied” the Peruvian flag, printing the coat of arms on
pink dress fabric, inspired by the sewing skills of his indigenous mother. Before the
conquistadors, “indigenous people respected androgynous identities, and women were
political leaders,” he says. The flag was one of two works that led to a group show in
2016 closing early.
Now, he says, “there are no galleries for me, so I will take to the streets.”
Follow @FTLifeArts on Twitter to find out about our latest stories first. Subscribe to
FT Life on YouTube for the latest FT Weekend videos
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A cosa serve l’utopia? A camminare. Poesia e coraggio in mostra a
Modena

Mladen Stilinović, Sale of Dictatorship, 1977-2000
Stampa a getto d’inchiostro, 18 x 28 cm
© l’artista. Courtesy Fondazione Cassa di Risparmio di Modena
Costruzione e frantumazione, tensione dialettica tra utopia e distopia. Una selezione di fotografie e video di artisti italiani e internazionali. Un
dialogo serrato tra immagini create per differenti scopi – raccontare a caldo l’attualità politica, riflettere a freddo su fallimenti e cambiamenti, eredità e
prospettive – che dà vita a un confronto tra pratiche fotografiche apparentemente contrastanti eppure profondamente connesse.
Alla Galleria Civica di Modena va in scena “A cosa serve l’utopia”. Per la cura di Chiara Dall’Olio e Daniele De Luigi, la mostra è realizzata da
“Fondazione Modena Arti Visive” nell’ambito del festival “Fotografia Europea” di Reggio Emilia dedicato per l’ anno 2018 al tema “Rivoluzioni.
Ribellioni, cambiamenti, utopie.”
Il titolo della mostra è offerto da Eduardo Galeano (1940 – 2015), scrittore uruguaiano che nel suo “Parole in cammino” descrive l’utopia
come un orizzonte mai raggiungibile, che si allontana da noi di tanti passi quanti ne facciamo. Chiedendosi “a cosa serve l’ utopia”, si
risponde “a camminare”.
Le opere delle collezioni modenesi – gestite da “Fondazione Modena Arti Visive” e appartenenti alla Fondazione Cassa di Risparmio di Modena e al
Comune di Modena/Galleria Civica, grazie alla donazione della raccolta dell’artista e fotografo modenese Franco Fontana – sono poste in dialogo con
una serie di immagini scelte dagli archivi della Magnum, la prestigiosa agenzia fondata a New York e Parigi nel 1947 da Henri Cartier-Bresson,
Robert Capa, George Rodger e David Chim Seymour. Le fotografie Magnum, stampate su grande formato, ritraggono attraverso l’occhio di celebri
fotoreporter come Abbas, Bruno Barbey, Ian Berry e Alex Majoli, momenti culminanti di rivolta divenuti iconici nell’ immaginario collettivo, come il
sessantotto a Parigi e Tokyo, la caduta del Muro di Berlino nel 1989, oppure il movimento per i diritti civili negli Stati Uniti negli anni sessanta fino
alla Primavera araba.

Francesco Jodice, Yasuaki, Hikikomori, 2004
Stampa inkjet su carta cotone, 65×83 cm
© Francesco Jodice. Galleria Civica di Modena, Raccolta della Fotografia,
StartFragment
Il percorso espositivo inizia con uno scatto emblematico del 1968 in cui studenti parigini, fotografati da Bruno Barbey si passano di mano in mano dei
sampietrini. Segue “Omaggio ad Artaud” di Franco Vaccari, celebrazione del potere dell’ invenzione linguistica capace di far immaginare ciò che non
esiste, e prosegue con alcune immagini evocative dell’utopia comunista: dopo la gigantografia di Lenin fotografata da Mario De Biasi a Leningrado
(1972), appare l’immagine creata dal rumeno Josif Király di alcuni ragazzi che nel 2006 passano il tempo libero seduti su una statua abbattuta del
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leader sovietico. Piazza San Venceslao a Praga nel 1968, fotografata da Ian Berry e gremita di giovani che si ribellavano all’occupazione russa, fa da
contraltare alle opere che mostrano la sorte beffarda che subiscono talvolta le icone delle rivoluzioni: è il caso della serie “Animal Farm” (2007) della
ceca Swetlana Heger, che mostra sculture di animali presenti nei parchi di Berlino le quali, secondo le informazioni raccolte dall’artista, sarebbero state
realizzate con il bronzo della monumentale statua di Stalin rimossa nel 1961 dalla Karl-Marx-Allee; oppure di “Sale of Dictatorship” (1997-2000) dello
slavo Mladen Stilnović, in cui i ritratti di Tito passano dalle vetrine dei negozi alle bancarelle dei mercatini di memorabilia.

Mario De Biasi, Mosca, 1980
C-print, 40×27 cm.
© Archivio De Biasi. Galleria Civica di Modena, Raccolta
della Fotografia, Fondo Franco Fontana
Si prosegue con alcune immagini riferite al Medioriente e ai suoi conflitti mai sanati: da quello iraniano con la rivoluzione khomeinista, testimoniata
da uno scatto di Abbas nel 1978 e la rilettura fatta in “Rock, Paper, Scissors” (2009) da Jinoos Taghizadeh – che marca l’enorme distanza che separa
speranze di cambiamento e realtà – al conflitto israelo-palestinese, evocato dalle torri militari di avvistamento presenti in Cisgiordania che Taysir
Batniji ha chiesto di documentare clandestinamente a un fotografo palestinese (2008), fino alle lettere che un detenuto libanese, imprigionato durante
l’occupazione israeliana nel Libano meridionale, ha inviato dal carcere ai suoi cari e che Akram Zaatari ha fotografato nel lavoro “Books of letters
from family and friends” (2007). Completa questo gruppo di opere uno scatto di Charles Steele-Perkins che racconta proprio quei disordini del 1982.

Luis Poirot, Exilio, Paris, 1987
Stampa alla gelatina d’argento, 29,8 x 30 cm.
© l’artista. Galleria Civica di Modena, Raccolta della Fotografia
La difesa della memoria storica intesa non solo come un omaggio alle vittime delle ingiustizie passate, ma anche come un atto di resistenza contro
quelle future, è presente nella ricerca condotta in Cile da Patrick Zachmann sui luoghi teatro dei crimini del regime di Pinochet. Una serie di ritratti (tra
gli altri di Francesco Jodice, Luis Poirot, Melina Mulas) incarnano altrettante e diverse forme di resistenza attive e passive, che si oppongono a brutali
repressioni, forme di segregazione o controllo sociale in Tibet, come in Giappone o in Tunisia. Due fotografie del 1963 di Leonard Freed
rappresentano il sogno di uguaglianza del movimento per i diritti civili in America. Il breve video dell’artista di origini peruviane Ishmael Randall
Weeks rende onore, con una poetica metafora, a chi lotta per non cadere. Le opere di Filippo Minelli e del collettivo Zelle Asphaltkultur, pur frutto di
azioni artistiche assai differenti (l’innesco di fumogeni colorati in contesti naturali idilliaci il primo, la realizzazione illegale di grafiche di esplosioni su
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contemporaneo. La mostra si chiude con una delle utopie oggi più diffuse, quella pacifista, che proietta sull’intera comunità umana il sogno
dell’assenza di conflitto e di una fratellanza universale. Il video di Yael Bartana, “A Declaration” (2006), in cui un uomo a bordo di un’imbarcazione
approda su uno scoglio dove campeggia una bandiera israeliana e la sostituisce con un albero di ulivo, sembra indicarci ciò che è necessario per
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La difesa della memoria storica intesa non solo come un omaggio alle vittime delle ingiustizie passate, ma anche come un atto di resistenza contro
quelle future, è presente nella ricerca condotta in Cile da Patrick Zachmann sui luoghi teatro dei crimini del regime di Pinochet. Una serie di ritratti (tra
gli altri di Francesco Jodice, Luis Poirot, Melina Mulas) incarnano altrettante e diverse forme di resistenza attive e passive, che si oppongono a brutali
repressioni, forme di segregazione o controllo sociale in Tibet, come in Giappone o in Tunisia. Due fotografie del 1963 di Leonard Freed
rappresentano il sogno di uguaglianza del movimento per i diritti civili in America. Il breve video dell’artista di origini peruviane Ishmael Randall
Weeks rende onore, con una poetica metafora, a chi lotta per non cadere. Le opere di Filippo Minelli e del collettivo Zelle Asphaltkultur, pur frutto di
azioni artistiche assai differenti (l’innesco di fumogeni colorati in contesti naturali idilliaci il primo, la realizzazione illegale di grafiche di esplosioni su
vagoni ferroviari il secondo), sfruttano l’immaginario comune legato ai disordini e alla violenza per riflettere sul senso che esso assume nel mondo
contemporaneo. La mostra si chiude con una delle utopie oggi più diffuse, quella pacifista, che proietta sull’intera comunità umana il sogno
dell’assenza di conflitto e di una fratellanza universale. Il video di Yael Bartana, “A Declaration” (2006), in cui un uomo a bordo di un’imbarcazione
approda su uno scoglio dove campeggia una bandiera israeliana e la sostituisce con un albero di ulivo, sembra indicarci ciò che è necessario per
perseguire questo ideale: visionarietà, coraggio, simboli condivisi, poesia.
Informazioni utili
A cosa serve l’utopia,
a cura di Chiara Dall’ Olio e Daniele De Luigi
Galleria Civica di Modena
Sale superiori, Palazzo Santa Margherita
Corso Canalgrande 103 – Modena
28 aprile – 22 luglio 2018
Inaugurazione 27 aprile 2018, ore 18
Press preview 27 aprile 2018, ore 11
In collaborazione con Fotografia Europea, Magnum Photos e Contrasto
Orari di apertura
Mercoledì-venerdì, 10.30-13 / 16-19
Sabato, domenica e festivi, 10.30-19
Apertura straordinaria e gratuita
Sabato 19 maggio 2018, 19-24, in occasione della manifestazione Nessun Dorma
Ingresso
Intero: 6 € | Ridotto: 4 €
Ingresso ridotto a fronte della presentazione del biglietto di ingresso a Fotografia Europea. Con il biglietto di ingresso alla mostra “A cosa serve
l’utopia” si potrà usufruire di una riduzione del biglietto di ingresso a Fotografia Europea, da 15 € a 12 €.
Per tutte le riduzioni, convenzioni e gratuità, visitare il sito: https://www.comune.modena.it/galleria/mostre/a-cosa-serve-lutopia
Da aprile a luglio 2018 col biglietto da 6 € è possibile visitare tutte le mostre organizzate da “Fondazione Modena Arti Visive”
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Rodrigo Christian Valladolid Egusquiza
Apr 16 · 2 min read

Ishmael Randall Weeks
En el presente trabajo se analizaran 3 obras de Ishmael Randall Weeks,
un artista peruano, con la siguiente pregunta: ¿De qué crees que habla
esta obra?
1. La siguiente imagen muestra una de las obras de Ishmael,
considero que nos habla sobre cuales son las bases o cimientos de
algo, en este caso nos lo ejempli�ca con una columna. Considero
que ese “algo” al que me referí anteriormente hace alusión a tus
aspiraciones, en este caso se aspira a construir un edi�cio y para
ello necesitas tener conocimientos sobre geografía , materiales a
usar y cómo se usarán, es por ello que los cimientos son tus libros
por los cuales adquirirás tal conocimiento.

2. Esta segunda obra considero que nos habla sobre nos tratará la vida
cuando queramos alcanzar nuestros objetivos. Ishmael en su obra nos
muestra el camino de la vida representado por una escalera que nos
lleva a la cumbre, objetivos y metas, pero en ella están los obstáculos a
superar que están representados por rocas, algunas más grandes que la
otras, como también algunas con más peligro de caerse y hacer que el
que esté subiendo pueda lastimarse o caerse.
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3. La ultima obra creo que nos habla sobre que puede lograr algo tan
sencillo, como varios ladrillos juntos, pueden lograr hacer una
escultura digna del ambiente por el que esta rodeado, en este caso un
desierto y los ladrillos dan forma a una pirámide.
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Gonzalo Pio Larrabure Moreyra
Apr 12 · 3 min read

Sobre algunas obras de Ishmael
Randall Weeks

Ishamel Randall Weeks en una de sus instalaciones artísticas

Al visitar la muestra “Estados en Crisis” en el Museo de Arte
Contemporáneo quedé sorprendido por la aparente simpleza de la obra
“Fosa”, la cual considero esconde una gran profundidad que nos lleva a
reconsiderar el rumbo de nuestra sociedad. El hombre detrás de
semejante pieza se llama Ishmael Randall Weeks, artista cuzqueño que,
actualmente, vive en Nueva York.
Si bien trataré algunos puntos importantes acerca de las tres obras de
este artista que más me llamaron la atención, considero importante
resaltar que Ishmael Randall suele trabajar en el género de la
instalación artística.

“Pilares” — Instalación de concreto armado y libros — 2014

En primer lugar, intentaré ofrecer una interpretación a “Pilares”. En tal
sentido, considero que esta obra busca transmitir la idea de que los
libros, los cuales representan la cultura de una sociedad, son también
los pilares de esta. De hecho, se sabe bien que una sociedad culta tiende
a tomar mejores decisiones en torno a distintos temas, razón por la cual
la lectura ha de ser tomada como una actividad crucial para el
desarrollo de un mundo mejor, donde todos sean capaces de actuar
sabiamente.
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Apacheta — Estructura metálica con minerales — 2017

Apacheta es una obra muy curiosa, dado que se trata de una escalera de
tipo caracol que no lleva a ningún lado y que tiene varias rocas
dispuestas sobre ciertos peldaños. Así pues, considero que la escalera
representa la economía de nuestro país, cuya riqueza principal yace en
la minería. Sin embargo, los efectos de esta riqueza mineral rara vez
pueden ser percibidos por la población, puesto que distintas
problemáticas drenan los fondos de nuestra nación de modo
irreparable, como la corrupción institucionalizada.

Future Old — Estante con platos de tecnopor recubierto — 2016

La última obra que revisaré me llamó la atención debido a que diversos
platos de tecnopor han sido tratados químicamente a �n de que
parezcan obras metalúrgicas de culturas precolombinas. De este modo,
el artista parece demostrar que, actualmente, es posible imitar al
pasado de manera super�cial, ya que, aunque las apariencias engañen,
los platos presentados jamás dejarán de ser tecnopor recubierto. En
otras palabras, nuestro pasado puede ser imitado, pero muy
difícilmente podrá ser remplazado.
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William Corwin, “Ishmael Randall Weeks: Annotations, Striations and Souvernirs”, The Brooklyn Rail, November 2017

ArtSeen

November 2nd, 2017

WEBEXCLUSIVE

ISHMAEL RANDALL WEEKS: Annotations,
Striations and Souvenirs
by William Corwin

VAN DOREN WAXTER | SEPTEMBER 12 – OCTOBER 28, 2017
Ishmael Randall Weeks’s exhibition, Annotations,
Striations and Souvenirs delved into questions
surrounding the demarcations between the authentic, the
counterfeit and the use-value of the real. Weeks's practice
aligns itself with the growing movement in sculpture and
installation of approximate, alternative, and invented
archaeologies which questions the nature of the art object
and the equivocal need for historical legitimization of those
objects. Throughout this precisely edited and concise show, Ishmael Randall Weeks, Wind Variations, 2017. Eroded
1960s bricks, brass, phototransfers on gel. 78 × 180 ×
the artist toyed with a selection of media, none of which
20 inches. Courtesy Van Doren Waxter.
matched the objects they portrayed. For example, Two IBeams (2017), which are typically made of steel appear here as combination of compressed newspaper,
glue and dust. Souvenirs [IR 138] (2017) include plates, wooden splints, and wedges in copper. These
works present a false fossilization of banal objects and pick away at the institution of discovery
itself. How does the meticulous collection of data actually inform? Is this all a rather pathetic exercise in
finding legitimization for our present selves in the past? Mark Dion and Aman Mojadidi have utilized
the space of the archeological excavation—both real and staged—as a means of linking to the past, but
in the pock-marked plates of Souvenirs [IR 137] (2017), which have been tarted up by being rendered in
copper, we just see ourselves in more of the same, there is not familiar-yet-exotic dichotomy: the mirror
Weeks holds up is decidedly dark.
It is in the reproduction of decay that the work shows its more virtuosic side. Like the miraculous
transubstantiation of petrified wood or dinosaur bones into glittering mineral deposits, the artist pokes
fun at the drabness of a cinder block by molding it out of paper and dust (in Two I-Beams)
transforming the familiar into a tantalizing philosopher's stone like consistency. Similarly, Striation 1
and Striation 2 (both 2017) mimic geological contour maps by sandblasting thick accretions of wheat
pasted posters. The colorful blooms are cleverly held in place by wooden dowels. This imaginary
topography straddles the solid reliability of the perceived mountains and valleys and the unnerving
fragility of flaking, weather worn paper. Unlike Damien Hirst, who played with codifying an imaginary
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past through opulence in his project in Venice, Weeks persuades through the ephemeral and transient
aspect of history, constantly changing and perilously near to being lost.
The boldest works in the exhibition were the
palimpsestuous Excavation annotations (2017) and Wind
Variations (2017). Both installations relied on photographic
transfers of antique fabric onto neutral gel swathes. These
swatches were draped or hung amidst foreign materials in
an organized but non-museological arrangement. In
Excavation annotation the viewer was pressed to make the
comparison between the warp and weft of the printed
textiles against the sheen of copper, silver and glittering
mineral. The piece illuminated the notion that our
interpretations of the past are often shaded by the quality of
the reproductions of ancient media and objects that we are
exposed to. In other words, treasured relics are often far
less impressive in the flesh.
In Wind variations the photographic transfers are
displayed on a matrix of polished brass; a construction of
thin isometric supports accentuate the bright crisp brass
Ishmael Randall Weeks, Excavation annotations, 2017.
Mineral with crystal, steel plate, copper plate, silver
rectangles and sandblasted gray bricks. In their modified
plate, copper plated wood, phototransfer on gel. 66 × 64
× 7.5 inches. Courtesy Van Doren Waxter.
state the bricks resemble vertebrae. Again the artist
transforms a common building material into an
unrecognizeable hybrid form. The arrangement of Wind variations is ahistorical and invites
comparison and quantification among its parts. The textiles and oddly shaped powdery gray stones may
relate to one another? Perhaps they emerged from the same excavation? The shiny and gratuitously
designed display framework subverts their tepid attempts at authenticity though, underlining the fact
that merely pulling things from the earth does not history make.
CONTRIBUTOR
William Corwin
WILLIAM CORWIN is a sculptor and curator based in New York City. His work has been reviewed in the Brooklyn Rail, ARTnews, Sculpture
Magazine, Artcritical, and Art Monthly. In 2016, he organized I Cyborg at the Gazelli Art House in London. He currently teaches with the
Meet the Met program at the Metropolitan Museum of Art and hosts a program on Clocktower Radio.
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Alex Bacon, “Ishamael Randall-Weeks”, The Brooklinrail.com, March 2013

ISHMAEL RANDALL-WEEKS
with Alex Bacon
by Alex Bacon

Alex Bacon recently sat down with Ishmael Randall-Weeks to discuss the artist’s thoughts on utopia, audience, community, futurity, and the possibilities of
an ethics of openness in the context of Randall-Weeks’s itinerant, global identity and practice. The artist’s work is on view in New York at Eleven Rivington (Quoin, January 10 – February 10, 2013) and the Drawing Center (Cuts,
Burns, Punctures, January 17 – March 13, 2013).

Alex Bacon (Rail): For me your work as a whole
brings up the question of utopia which, while it lay
dormant for many years, seems to have recently
been reignited in light of our present political, social, and cultural situation.
Randall-Weeks: I think utopia is a term that’s been
thrown around a lot in the last 10 or 20 years, and
it has reached a point http://www.brooklynrail.org/
article_image/image/10679/randal-weeks-web1.
jpg that I don’t quite understand what to do with it.
I think the questions I’m arguing are organizational
concepts towards space and time for a future generation. What is it that we are building, and who are
we building it for?

Portrait of the artist. Pencil on paper by Phong Bui.

Rail: So for you it’s concrete? In the sense that utopia, as you envision it, and as opposed to the work you are making, doesn’t imagine a future
outside of its own narrow terms, and maybe for you working with this “future generation”
in mind is a way to make the references of the work concrete?
Randall-Weeks: Or to question it. I don’t know if I’m producing something utopian, but I am
questioning it and saying “what am I doing with my life and how is that going to affect the
way I live, and the way I hope my community lives, and the way I interact as a community
member with other people?” And I think that’s maybe the real question behind utopia.
Rail: You were telling me yesterday that your process is very much not only site-specific, but also
context-specific—you know that you are going to get a show at this time, in this space, and then
you produce work explicitly for that context. So, in a sense, you are making work around an event.
Randall-Weeks: In a sense, yes, and in a sense, no; I guess I take that back a little bit because
I think with specific projects it’s more like the way an architect would take on a job.
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I think you take on this job by looking at a space, doing the drawings, thinking about it, and
hopefully, what comes through is also your identity, or your own thought process. And I
think that has a lot to do with the concept of community, and of utopia too, as in how do you
separate out time, what does time mean?
For example, we built, as part of the AFUERA project a museum in a geodesic dome next to
a large open-faced mine, a massive hole now eating up the Peruvian town of Cerro de Pasco
at 14,200 feet above sea level. We built the “Museo del Relave” (relave are the mine tailings),
so it’s a mine tailing museum. We went and did a lot of films and recuperated objects. I had
a couple of people working with me, including my girlfriend, and we suited up in masks, got
the whole gear on, because the relave is quite toxic, and collected all these artifacts that are
half-molded and half-destroyed because the actual chemicals in the mine tails eat up plastic.
We made the museum of these archeological artifacts, contemporary archeological artifacts
that look as if you could analyze contemporary culture, if you were coming from the future to
the present. It’s a way of thinking about archeology, and sci-fi, to understand how those two
things come together in our thinking.
It also brings into question, what is this thing we are making, who is it that we are making
it for? Are we making art for the masses, or inbetween parentheses, or are we making it for
a small group of friends? Are we making it for the art world, or for a potential change? And
who has access to that? By making these small museums, I’m actually allowing a kind of facet
of art, archeology, and life to all take on some roles
in my life. The next one I intend on doing will be
in this town called Iberia, which is a former rubber
boom town. Iberia in its peak used to have embassies from around the world because of the rubber
boom in the jungle; it was a massive field. So I want
to do a mini-museum around a lot of these artifacts and objects that are being produced because it’s not just rubber for tires; they were also
making dildos, squares, rain jackets, boots, different latex pieces, and there are these houses
that have these things left over from that time in them, in this town. The machinery is still
left over, and the architecture of the town is spectacular because it’s left over from that time.

“Things need to break
apart to come back
together again.”

Rail: It is interesting because I think it brings us to another aspect of the question of audience and of community, which is the sense in which you have these different kinds of work,
which seem, in an overtly geopolitical sense, destined for very different audiences. While
the museums are aimed at a local, Peruvian audience, you simultaneously produce these
quieter, introspective objects, which are then exhibited at a major New York City gallery.
Randall-Weeks: I also work with a gallery in Lima, as well as ones in Rome and Mexico,
and I do see a distinction between a gallery show and projects http://www.brooklynrail.org/
article_image/image/10681/randal-weeks-web3.jpg outside. When you make a show for a
commercial gallery, you can be radical about how that commercial environment works, but
it’s still a commercial show. I think there’s something very different and distinct about transforming a space in the middle of the Andes, Amazon, or the Sahara—you could go anywhere with it—and producing work within a certain budget, which can either be reflected
in the gallery, or not brought up at all. That’s the question I’m working through right now.
Rail: Your work has a certain referential content, and you’re very aware of it, for example the
photographs of particular buildings that you use. In this exhibition there http://www.brooklynrail.org/article_image/image/10681/randal-weeks-web3.jpg seems to be a continuation of
that idea in these very interesting tabletop sculptures—collectively titled “Quoin” (2012)—that
reference, in a very general sense, some sort of ancient, Incan ruin, but not in a direct, specific way.
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What remains of the reference, while
mostly severed in the finished work,
is the general aura that a reference of
some sort exists, even if it is largely
withheld. You know that the works are
made of paper pulp, and then you see
isolated words here and there, and so
you know that it is made from newspaper. You have that much information,
but you don’t know which newspaper,
what issue, you don’t know what was
in that newspaper, etc. But I think the
work retains the strength of reference
in general, abstracted out to this point
and drained of most of its specificity,
or that specificity made obscure, at
least.

Ishmael Randall Weeks, “Ibeam,” 2012. Cut and carved
books, wood shelf, metal. 103 × 7 × 6.5”.
Courtesy of the artist and Eleven Rivington.

Randall-Weeks: It’s always a question when you make a work, how much is enough? How
much is too much? When do you call it quits? And how much information do you have to
give someone before it’s too literal and direct and doesn’t have the energy that you want it
to have? I deliberated on writing dates on the tabletop sculptures, and I thought that would
be an interesting clue, but then it’s gimmicky, because then you’re allowing someone a clue,
but then also cutting them off. I said, well that’s not really cool, because it’s a Duchampian
thing—you’re telling them a big secret and you’re telling them that they have to go further
to discover the secret, and I don’t want to tell people that. I want them to see what it is, and
to get a sense from these pieces of time, of the works as blocks of time, or time capsules.
This is cast into every object, the shapes of which are somewhat recognizable, but are repolished, cut down into these Incan, Aztec, Mayan artifacts that are abstract and you don’t
know quite how to place them. You also have this sense of stone with them, with the solidity, and that’s what throws you off a little bit—or attracts you to them because they seem
like traverine marble. They seem like objects that looks very solid, yet within it is all this
fragility of information, and I like those double connotations.
Rail: I think that’s what I would characterize as the openness of your work, which is that,
while it would not be outside the realm of possibility for the viewer to, say, go and read
some of the books that are in the one hanging sculpture, “Ibeam” (2012) it’s not necessary.

Randall-Weeks: It’s a suggestive gesture towards information: if you want to go further, go ahead, the further is there. But where do I stop, as a visual artist, giving that
to the viewer?
Rail: The film at ElevenRivington is titled 1963 but you were not born yet in 1963,
so is it not so much a personal history as a background to the present situation?
Randall-Weeks: Yes. They often say that the third world is 30 years behind the first world,
and I like that reference point. So in thinking of those things that were happening in
1963—’63 being a reference to the building of the World’s Fair in New York, and also to the
two or three years in the Andes leading up to land reform and big civil action—I was also
thinking about what was happening in 1993 or 2003.
You know, as in you’re given a reference point through the two source films that I used,
which talk about a 30 year or 40 year difference in ideological thinking or mentality or construction. I don’t believe in it, because I think they’re very different and I think that concept
comes from a very Western perspective on the third world.
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Randall-Weeks: Yes. They often say that the third
world is 30 years behind the first world, and I like
that reference point. So in thinking of those things
that were happening in 1963—’63 being a reference
to the building of the World’s Fair in New York, and
also to the two or three years in the Andes leading up to land reform and big civil action—I was
also thinking about what was happening in 1993 or
2003.
You know, as in you’re given a reference point
through the two source films that I used, which talk
about a 30 year or 40 year difference in ideological
thinking or mentality or construction. I don’t believe in it, because I think they’re very different and
I think that concept comes from a very Western
perspective on the third world.
Ishmael Randall Weeks, “Cutout perspective 1,” 2012. Photogravure
print and cut paper, archival adhesive. 31 × 22 1⁄4”. Courtesy of the artist
and Eleven Rivington.

Rail: It also suggests that you are yourself somehow
trapped between different registers of time, that
your constant physical movement between New
York and Lima is also a movement between at least two different social, cultural, and political ways of experiencing and enacting time. I’m interested to know how that ends up
making you feel in relation to any of these spaces and their corresponding temporalities
because, in your constant movement between them, what is suggested is that you are in fact
outside of both of them.
Randall-Weeks: I think it’s a complex relation and one that confuses me nonstop. I think
there are as many positive connotations and attributes to that history of migration and
movement as there are negative. Place and time have been a massive influence in my work
for sure, and I look forward to further investigating this weaving or molding. However, I
think it makes it really hard—at least it did when I was younger—to fit in anywhere.
Rail: I believe that we’re in a moment where we’re stepping back in terms of both aesthetics
and politics, where we’re realizing that many forces that have been building over the past 20
or 30 years are radically changing the way we interact with people, and the way we understand ourselves in the world, all these kinds of large, philosophical questions.
I think that we see this concern in contemporary art, including your own, and speaking
with you I get the sense of someone who is invested in a lot of political issues and has a certain leftist view on things, and, say 20 years ago, would have made a very different kind of
art. Someone with those same beliefs in the ’80s or the ’90s would likely have made overtly
political work, where your work—as you yourself characterize it—is quiet and introspective, and there’s something about that quiet, introspective approach which seems relevant
to a point in time, our point in time, where maybe we’re trying to rethink what the political
even is
Randall-Weeks: Yes, I think that is true. I feel that a lot of artists are in tune with that and
are in that same boat. I think there is a lot of desire to be active politically and I think there
is a lot of frustration with the systems that are out there. I think we keep being tested as
to how much we can do to change a situation and what the word “change” or “revolution”
really means, with Occupy Wall Street as one example. We have to question how that approach is carried out in this day and age, of technology and of a system that has learned
how to control it. And with regards to art, what is really political? Is a big massive spray
paint on a wall really that political, inside a gallery? Or is a small cut? Those are the questions I ask myself
FEDERICA SCHIAVO GALLERY
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Rail: In a way that position frees you from the angst that even a slightly older generation would
have had about the political question, because you realize that the very act of making the art is itself an exploration of the possibilities of the political.
Randall-Weeks: Yes, exactly. It’s an exploration of those
possibilities.
Rail: You made a lot of these small works—the blackand-white architectural images incised with linear, architectonic cuts—and that seems to be the place where
your relationship to an open investigation of the political
is most clear. I don’t want to read that work too literally, but I am thinking here of the way in which most of
these images picture a building or site in the process of
being built. They’re also not canonical buildings, or by
well-known architects, as was true of some of your work
in the past.

Ishmael Randall Weeks, “Cutout perspective 2,” 2012. Photogravure
print with cut-out mounted on paper, 31 × 21.25”. Courtesy of the
artist and Eleven Rivington.

Randall-Weeks: Everything in the show is about generality, if you think about it. I didn’t want that specific reference to a canonical architect or a canonical movement. But it’s also about authorship and
communal mentality—how do you talk about, or instigate thought about, community? Or, as
we have been discussing, utopia—going back to utopian thought on community, and this idea
of building this roof over our heads together, where does this take us? How does this affect us
in the past, and how do we see it in the future?
Rail: I think that two-part aspect of the work—its concern with community and authorship—
roots you in the present moment. It’s not just critique, but is about laying out the terms of something from the past, really investigating very seriously and complexly these events and these
structures, so as to produce something in the present that is destined for a future moment. I like
the idea that that’s the way you envisioned your cuts; they’re not simply undermining the image, but more so are re-articulating it. Again we see an openness in your work and in your approach to it. This term “openness” has been reoccurring a lot in our conversation, and also feels
very of the moment. I think at this point that we’ve kind of exhausted critique for its own sake.
Obviously critique is very important, but it has to be yoked to some sense of future relevance,
we can’t just endlessly undercut everything, but rather need to think about how we can look at
things so as to find what’s useful in them, regardless of personal questions of taste or quality.
Randall-Weeks: That’s why I get
tired, personally, of critique and
cynicism and I see that a lot in
work that I’m not that particularly interested in, because I feel
like it doesn’t do much—I want
something that takes us somewhere, that takes me somewhere,
that makes me feel like I want to
continue participating in something, and in building something,
whatever it is. You can look back,
but you’re moving forward as opposed to thinking that everything
that we have right now is negative.

Ishmael Randall Weeks, “Quoin,” 2012. Cast and sculpted individual days of newspaper, table.
Dimensions variable. Courtesy of the artist and Eleven Rivington.
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Rail: This is an interesting way to view your turn to cutting, as a particular aesthetic act, because
we usually think of cutting as a destructive gesture. But you seem to use the cut—and this is
most clear to me in the slide work at the Drawing Center, Cuts, Punctures, Burns (2012)—to
open onto something else. Similarly, the cuts in the film at Eleven Rivington, 1963 have a kind
of mobility to them, they are not a destructive gesture. Instead it’s a way in which you can manipulate the material to get somewhere else aesthetically by moving beyond the specificity of
that material, such that for you cutting is a forward-looking gesture.
Randall-Weeks: I think it has a duality when the images work best, because they go back and
forth between a past and a future, and the possibilities for rethinking the past and re-doing our
concept of the future. Like when you have the film, the removal of spaces via cuts in the slides
can be as much about a removal of information as a way to add something, or to transform it—
you puncture, you burn something, but you’re building at the same time that you’re destroying.
You have to let the material, the object, the line, the influences, the history, the politics be a part
of your process.
Rail: I think that perhaps 20, 30, 50 years out, we’re going to look back and see that we have
in fact been leading up to certain things, both aesthetically and politically speaking, and there
will be these significant gestures, and maybe they’re about to happen, or maybe they’re already
happening somewhere, but we’re not aware of them yet, or at least I’m not. But, regardless, I
think that this general sense of stepping back and thinking about what our terms are and how
we might open them up, and reformat them, the general drive to question that exists for many
artists today, speaks to a desire to move into some new paradigm.
Randall-Weeks: I would agree with you on that. I know it’s why I constantly bring up this concept of the cyclical, because I think of things as being in constant motion, but I also know that
certain amounts of change, or of reaction, or exposure are imminent and necessary to challenge
the status quo. There’s always that struggle, when do you get to a place where you can actually
say that you have transformed society?
Rail: Exactly. It seems to me that we see something similar going on with OWS, which was also
an attempt to think about what the political is in our present moment. It was a very conscious
decision not to create a system of demands and actions which would be coherent and unified
and, for better or worse—and there’s been a lot of debate, obviously, about OWS’s efficacy. But
nonetheless, for me, the most important fact is simply that something like OWS, which is to
say that kind of open, questioning relation to the political, took off like wildfire, at least for a
minute, and we’ll definitely be seeing the ramifications of that experiment in the coming years.

Ishmael Randall Weeks, “Vigas (Nuevo Mundo S.),” 2012. Acrylic
and photo transfer drawing with cut-out mounted on paper, 7
1/8 × 7 1/4”. Courtesy of the artist and Eleven Rivington.
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Quoin. Ishmael Randall Weeks

“Vigas (Nuevo Mundo S.)”, 2012
Courtesy Eleven Rivington, New York

Ishmael Randall Weeks’ works are currently on view in two different exhibition venues
in New York. In conjunction with the artist’s solo project at The Drawing Center, Eleven
Rivington presents the show Quoin: new collages and works on paper are presented together with sculptures, installations and a 16 mm film projection. The works by Ishmael
Randall Weeks are as usually characterized by the use of found materials, which are repurposed and invested by new conceptual and visual identities. The artist’s gesture produces minimal alterations, which define a language made of tonalities and details, more
than of rigid plastic and visual statements. What can enter the process of manipulation and
re-appropriation are not only objects, but also images: still images, as in the case of collages (among which the series Nuevo Mundo S., on view at the gallery), or moving images
like in the film works. This is what happens, for example, in the 16 mm projection presented in the gallery project room: found footage is subjected to a series of interventions,
from painting to cutting, that make it something radically different from the beginning.
Urbanization, architecture, mobility and migration are the central themes of the whole
exhibition project: historical changes in Peru, where the artist is from, and Latin America
are analyzed through the images describing their evolution: books, magazines, vintage
photographs and film are re-used in Ishmael Randall Weeks’ work, by making visible
tensions, conflicts and fractures.
Until February 10th 2013
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Ishmael Weeks Disturbs History
by Blake Gopnik | Jan 17, 2013 6:29 PM EST

The Daily Pic: The Peruvian artist's slides stand in for
his countrymen.

This is one image from a two-carousel slide installation by the
Peruvian-born New Yorker Ishmael Randall Weeks, now on
view in the new basement “lab” space at the Drawing Center
in New York. Weeks has taken found slides and burned and
distressed them in all sorts of ways. He has also, somehow,
adapted the auto-focus mechanism on his vintage projectors
so that they are constantly bringing his images into and out
of sharpness – the first time I’ve seen auto-focus used to deliberate artistic effect. Weeks says that the installation is “a
personalized narrative response to the politically and socially charged moment of 1970s–80s Peru—a period of war and
extreme violence”, but that’s a bit hard for a viewer to get. It
could be that, given the politically-inflected history of modern
art in Latin America, any formal manipulation automatically
reads as having more profound implications. Every attack on
an image recalls attacks on people; a failed auto-focus speaks
of the blurings of vision and memory.
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behind. Many young artists who experienced the civil
conflict during their childhood or adolescence now
choose to explore its visual record in depth.
IN THIS RESPECT, the most impor tant exhibition of
the past decade was “Yuyanapaq : To Remember”

Miguel
A.),Lopez,
“Lima
Remembers”,
Art In America, September 2012, pp. 124-129
( 2003
curated by
photographers
Nancy Chappell
and Mayu Mohanna, an ex tensive sur vey of documentar y photographs originally garnered as par t of
the investigative work of the Truth and Reconciliation Commission. With its striking images of fering
a narrative of the period of unrest that lef t 70,000
people dead or “disappeared,” the show touched
of f numerous debates over the power and political scope of these pictures as well as the ethical
aspects of their reclamation. “Yuyanapaq”—first
held for almost two years at the Casa Riva Agüero,
a semi-destroyed archive and librar y building that
could ser ve as a metaphor for the country’s internal

LIMA REMEMBERS
124 ART IN AMERICA SEPTEMBER’12

Artists in Peru’s economically resurgent capital are now free
to process the traumas of a violent, politically troubled past.
Lima flow.indd 124
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BY MIGUEL A. LÓPEZ
damage—helped initiate a proposal to create a

permanent exhibition structure for such material. Although current president Alan García
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Perez and his military high command, attempting
to cover up their partial responsibility for past
8/6/12 6:46 PM
crimes, long obstructed that effort, it has finally
resulted in an institution called the Lugar de
la Memoria, la Tolerancia y la Inclusión Social,
now under construction. Yet the erratic progress of the project, along with its repeated name
changes (first Museum of Memory, later Place of
Memory, and now Place of Memory, Tolerance
and Social Inclusion), is matched by an information void regarding its content. The holdings and
future programming have not been made public
or even
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policy has led to an upsurge in social discontent,
with repercussions in the cultural realm.
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Miguel A. Lopez, “Lima Remembers”, Art In America, September 2012, pp. 124-129

Above, Ishmael Randall Weeks: Landscape Intersection, 2010, carved
Italian school books, 4 tables, approx. 6 by 10 by 10 feet. Courtesy
Federica Schiavo Gallery, Rome. Photo Giorgio Benni.
Opposite top, an untitled drawing from Santiago Quintanilla’s
series “We Couldn’t Face It,” 2012, ink on paper, 13¾ by 10 inches.
Courtesy 80m2 Livia Benavides Gallery, Lima.
Opposite bottom, Nicole Franchy: New Picture (detail), 2011,
23 postcard collages, each approx. 8 by 8 inches. Courtesy the artist.

of various actors in the internal war: subversives, soldiers, police officers and peasant women, among others.
The series points on one hand to the concealment of the
identity of many victims swept up in clandestine police
actions, but also suggests the impossibility of clearly
recognizing those involved in the confusion of armed
conflict. Other young artists explore the links between
authoritarianism, terror and a childhood marked by latent
violence: Stefania Polo (b. 1984) in installations, Luis
Antonio Torres Villar (b. 1984) in woodcuts and Natalia
Revilla (b. 1981) in drawings.
FROM A MORE POETIC standpoint, the connection
between urban modernity and Peru’s ecology has
inspired ongoing political reflection, perhaps unsurprising
in a country whose natural environment is continuously at
risk. The work of artists such as Elena Damiani (b. 1979),
Nicole Franchy (b. 1977), Pablo Hare (b. 1972) and Sandra Nakamura (b. 1981) moves between the documentary
and the fictive, questioning the way in which the state

shapes public space and regulates the movement of its
inhabitants. For the project “Dibujando América” (Drawing
America), Raimond Chaves (b. 1963) and Gilda Mantilla
(b. 1967) undertook a series of journeys through South
America between 2005 and 2008. The artists recorded
their personal reactions in sketches and notes, using the
act of drawing as a tool for analysis, for reimagining each
specific physical and social territory.
Other artists are preoccupied with language, highlighting its limitations through works that stress the ineffable
aspects of everyday life. Among these pieces are the
installations and videos of Janine Soenens (b. 1978), the
installations of Luz María Bedoya (b. 1969) and the photographs of Juan Salas (b. 1982). “Acepto que nada es mío”
(I Accept That Nothing’s Mine), a project by Rita Ponce de
León (b. 1982), included in New York’s New Museum triennial “The Ungovernables” earlier this year, explores both
the affective and sociopolitical dimensions of personal
memories. Ponce de León’s tiny, meticulous ink drawings
respond to stories that she asked friends and family memSEPTEMBER’12 ART IN AMERICA 127
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Ishmael Randall Weeks in “Younger Than Jesus. Artist Directory”, New Museum, Phaidon, New York, 2009, p.507
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Geraldine Schwarz, “L’opera? Al Macro è un work in progress”, Artribune.com, 20 April 2012

L’opera? Al Macro è un work in progress
Quattro artisti al lavoro negli spazi di un museo. E l’istituzione si
fa laboratorio. Al Macro di Roma è in corso la prima edizione del
nuovo programma di residenze d’artista, che a partire da domani
aprirà le porte ai visitatori ogni sabato. In attesa di vedere i lavori
finiti.
Scritto da Geraldine Schwarz, venerdì, 20 aprile 2012

Il visitatore accidentale o un po’ distratto potrebbe anche capitarci dentro in uno degli orari non consentiti perché non ci
sono chiusure o segnali di divieto particolari. In fondo siamo
in un museo, e l’arte, che sia esposta o in corso di realizzazione, è lì per essere fruita. Così può capitare che qualcuno,
visitando il Macro di via Nizza, si imbatta, anche casualmente, in una delle più importanti novità inaugurate dalla
nuova direzione di Bartolomeo Pietromarchi: le residenze
d’artista. Veri e propri studi, con materiali e attrezzature,
dove i primi artisti di questo progetto sperimentale, Graham
Hudson, Carola Bonfili, Ishmael Randall Weeks e Luigi
Presicce, sono al lavoro da febbraio. L’open studio, previsto
dal 24 maggio al 22 luglio, chiuderà questa prima residenza e presenterà al pubblico i lavori pensati appositamente
per il Macro dai quattro artisti, che in questa prima edizione
sono stati scelti per “chiamata diretta”. Età media trent’anni,
i quattro, due italiani e due stranieri, lavorano tutti i giorni
nel loro studio all’interno del museo e ricevono per appuntamento. Racconta Graham Hudson: “chi entra, trovandosi in
un museo, pensa che questi miei pezzi, per ora appoggiati e
non assemblati, siano già l’opera. Non capiscono che questo invece è uno studio. Ma è un’esperienza curiosa e molto
interessante, mi sta piacendo.”
Hudson, un po’ artista un po’ architetto, sguardo analitico,
ha attaccato alla parete una piantina gigante di Roma, su cui
segna tutti i cantieri in corso e quelli che ha già visitato. In
ognuno di questi luoghi, va e porta via qualcosa, per documentare il suo passaggio e la trasformazione della città. Attraverso materiali poveri e dismessi, pezzi di asfalto, archeologia industriale, panchine di legno, led luminosi o sonori e
riprese video, Hudson costruisce delle installazioni instabili
e “incompiute”, che, come sempre nel suo lavoro, rappresentano una critica aperta alla società contemporanea.
Il progetto di Luigi Presicce invece è il proseguimento
di un’esperienza già testata per sei mesi presso il Brown
Project Space di Milano, dove un collettivo di artisti lavorava
insieme a progetti diversi.Tra loro Vittorio Cavallini, Davide
Daninos, Attila Faravelli, Andrea Kvas, Jonatah Manno, Nicola Martini, Jacopo Menzani, Fabrizio Prevedello e Maurizio Vierucci,
oltre allo stesso Presicce. Il risultato finale non si conosce, è un work in progress quotidiano che comprende il lavoro di ogni artista
e quello che elaborano tutti insieme. “È proprio come se fossero dieci artisti con i loro studi, ma tutti lavorano insieme”, spiega
Nicola Martini, “il lavorare dell’artista è già opera d’arte, il fatto che abbiamo lo studio in un museo dice che l’opera è già questa, e
noi non sappiamo dove arriveremo.” Il 24 aprile partirà un workshop didattico del Macro realizzato con il collettivo del Laboratorio,
dove i partecipanti (massimo 20) saranno a stretto contatto con il lavoro degli artisti di questa residenza.
Nello studio di Ishmael Randall Weeks, artista peruviano che vive tra New York e Lima (già visto a Roma nella galleria di Federica Schiavo) sono protagonisti i detriti ambientali. Anche qui materiali poveri, legno, acqua, carta di giornali e strutture metalliche.
Oggetti con cui l’artista vuole creare una particolare “topografia dell’erosione”, con un risultato in progress e molto evocativo legato
al tema dell’urbanizzazione.
Carola Bonfili, infine, dividerà il suo studio in due stanze. Nella prima, una “dark room,” il visitatore sarà sollecitato a utilizzare il
senso del tatto, toccando e riconoscendo materiali e oggetti che potrà vedere soltanto nella seconda stanza.
Gli studi d’artista saranno aperti a partire da sabato 21 aprile e nei sabati successivi fino al 20 maggio, dalle ore 15 alle 22. Subito
dopo, la prima serie di residenze verrà chiusa con l’apertura degli open studios (dal 24 maggio al 22 luglio), con in mostra le creazioni finali degli artisti. Da agosto partiranno poi le nuove residenze, assegnate tramite bando di concorso.
Geraldine Schwarz
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GIOVEDÌ 25 NOVEMBRE 2010
Maquette For Landscape
by Ishmael Randall Weeks
Federica Schiavo Gallery
October 2 - November 13 2010
www.federicaschiavo.com
by Clara Giannini
Ishmael Randall Weeks is an international artist born
in Cuzco, Peru in 1976 working between New York City and
Lima.
Maquette For Landscape is his first solo exhibition in
Europe, taking place in Federica Schiavo Gallery in Rome.
Walking through the three gallery rooms, the visitor has the
possibility to enter the artist’s own world and in its
tangible representation.
Throughout it, it is possible to see how Weeks alters,
often in loco, recycled materials and environmental debris, and creates something
new and no more ascribable to
their original functions and
shapes. The works show how
objects can be deeply transformed and form a new identity, a new object that embodies and examines issues regarding urbanization, development, mobility, travel and exchange in a globalized world.
His sculptures often take the form of transport vehicles
such as cranes, carriages, chariots, modified maps and precarious structures that allude to the artist’s own migrations.
In this way Weeks guides the viewer towards notions of labor
and utility.
Ishmael Randall Weeks’s philosophy is enclosed within
Maquette For Landscape, where site-specific installations
divide the space with photo-transfers and natural elements.
Each single work of the show encloses the artist’s studies
before the creation itself (there is no improvisation in his
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art), as it is embodied by Brasilia Table, (installation now
absent from the show but that well represents the artist’s
way of working), and it can be led to a major idea that guides the entire exhibition: the mixture of architecture and
nature, artificial and natural. The man is seen here not only
as an individual involved in nature, but also as dues ex
machina, as a person with an active role in the surrounding
environment.
Beginning with Landscape Intersection, the visitor can
see immediately the way in which Weeks works. Created through stacks of carved books, it gives the impression of a
real in-scale-representation of an
eroding mountain scenery. It is very
interesting to notice how the different colors of the pages seem to
create the several strata of the
mountains. Here Weeks’s study and
way of working is well expressed: the
use of recycled materials (books),
the attention to details, and the
study of a natural landscape (slope
of the peaks which ends in plains).
The exhibition continues in the
following two rooms in which photos and photo-transfers on aluminum
are the main elements. They capture
images of natural environment modified through the hand of the human
being, but with them Weeks does not
give any kind of judgment, he limits himself in representing
reality how it appears
in front of everyone’s
eyes: a living being
in continuous transformation, because of
itself or because of
external elements. In
this photos the man’s
work is always protagonist, sometimes absolute (as in Candela
(Labor Factoria) or
Frei Otto (Montreal
1967)), sometimes accompanied by natural components (as in
Anton Tedesko (Hayden Planetarium), where the planetarium
under construction was shot immersed in its surrounding environment). These photos have been taken from different perspectives, giving the impression of being looking from dif-
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ferent points of view as if
the visitor has casually met
these sceneries while walking.
However, the natural element is not only suggested by
Weeks. In fact, he inserts real
plants in the last room of the
show. This space is probably
the most interesting because
in it the spectator can see
a direct connection among the
components of the works. With the four installations that
fill the space, it seems the artist wants to represent one
event, a story that is taking place in the exact moment the
viewer enters the room. This impression is given by the leading thread that joins the works: the wind. Experiencing the
room, the spectator
feels himself as if in
a building site where maps are stopped by
metal boards that do
not allow them to fly
with the wind, and the
plants in the surroundings bend following
the force of the current of air. The final
result, which is Weeks’s main aim, is the
representation of the
coexistence of artificial and natural, and it is resumed in
the work Cuba, a digital print on sommerset watercolor paper
that shows a tent and a dilapidated cement building on a beach in the foreground, and the sea and some palms lashed by
the wind in the background.
Although at the moment some works are no more visible for their moving in other places (including Maquette For
Landscape, work that gives the name to the show), this does
not prevent visitors from following the exhibition and understanding Ishmael Randall Weeks’s purpose: representing
the integration between architecture and nature using recycled materials. From this exhibition, visitors can see the
artist’s reflections on natural and artificial world, and on
how they interact one with the other. The final result is an
analysis on space made and expressed inside a physical space. Thought and reality, intangible and concrete form a complete whole that mirrors what is, at the end, the actual reality.
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